Abstract -Modern multitarget-multisensor tracking systems involve the development of reliable methods for the data association and the fusion of multiple sen-SOT infonnation, and more specifically the partioning of observations into tracks. This paper discusses and compares the application of Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) and the Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) methods to the fusion of multiple sensor attributes for target identification purpose. We focus our attention on the paradozical Blackman's association problem and propose several approaches to outperfom Blackman's solution. We clarih some preconceived ideas about the use of degree of conflict between sources as potential criterion for partitioning evidences.
Introduction
The association problem is of major importance in most of modern multitarget-multisenor tracking systems. This task is particularly difficult when data are uncertain and are modeled by basic belief masses and when sources are conflicting. The solution adopted is usually based on the Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) (13) because it provides an elegant theoretical way to combine uncertain information. However the Demp association problem (BAP). We present in the sequel the original BAP and remind the classical attempts to solve it based on DST (including the Blackman's method). In the second part of the paper we propose and compare new approches based on the recent Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) of plausible and paradoxical reasoning 13, 15). The DSmT can be interpreted as a generalization of the DST and allows to combine formally any types of sources of information (rational, uncertain or paradoxical). The last part of the paper provides a comparison of the performances of all the proposed approaches from MontoCarlo simulation results.
The Association Problem

Association Problem no. 1
Let's recall now the original Blackman's association problem 12). Consider only two target attribute types corresponding to the very simple frame of discernment 8 = {81, &} and the association/assignment problem for a single attribute observation 2 and two tracks (TI and Tz). Assume now the following two predicted basic belief assignments (bha) for attributes of the two ( . ) whereas mz(.) does not match with m~, ( . ) , the optimal solution is obviously given by the assignment (mz(.) ++ n t~, ( . ) ) .
The problem is to find an unique general and reliable method for solving this specific problem and for solving all the other possible association problems as well.
Association Problem no. 2
To compare several potential issues, we propose to modify the previous problem int.0 a second one hy keep ing the same predicted bba mT, (.) and mT2(.) but by considering now the following bba mz (.) mz(ol) = 0.1 mz(oz) = 0.1 mz(ol uez) = 0.8
Since mz(.) matches perfectly with m~~( . ) , the correct solution is now directly given by ( W I Z ( . ) H m~? ( . ) ) .
The sequel of this paper in devoted to the presentation of some attempts for solving the BAP, not only for these two specific problems 1 and 2, but for the more general problem where the bba mz(.) does not match perfectly with one of the predicted bba m~, , i = 1 or i = 2 due to observation noises.
Attempts for solutions
We examine now several approaches which have already been (or could be) envisaged to solve the general association problem.
The simplest approach
The simplest idea for solving BAP, surprisingly not reported by Blackman in [a] is to use a classical minimum distance criterion directly between the predictions m~, and the observation mz. The classical L' (city-block) or Lz (Euclidean) distances are typically used. Such simple criterion obviously provides the correct association in most of cases involving perfect (noisfree) observations mz(.). But there exists numerical cases for which the optimal decision cannot be found at all, like in the following numerical example: Ftom these bba, one gets dLL(T1,Z) = dLt(Tz,Z) = 0.4 (or dp(T1,Z) = d~2(T2,Z) = 0.24) and no decision can he drawn for sure, although the minimum conflict approach (detailed in next section) will give us instead the following solution ( Z U Tz). It is not obvious in such cases to justify this method with respect to some other ones. What is more important in practice 121, is not only the association solutiou itself but also the attribute likelihood function 
The minimum conflict approach
The first idea suggested by Blackman for solving the association problem was to apply the Dempster's rule 
The Blackman's approach
To solve this apparent anomaly, Samuel Blackman has then proposed in [Z] to use a relative, rather than an absolute, attribute likelihood function as follows
where k g s is the minimum conflict factor that could occur for either the observation Z or the track T1 in the case of perfst assignment (when mz(.) and n t~, (.) coincide). By adopting this relative likelihood function, one gets now for problem 1
Using this second Blackman's approach, there is now a larger likelihood associated with the first assignment (hence the right assignment solution for problem 1 can be obtained now based on the max likelihood criterion) but the difference between the two likelihood values is very small. As reported by S. Blackman in 121, more study in this area is required and we examine now some other approaches. It is also interesting to note that this same approach fails to solve the problem 2 since t,he corresponding likelihood functions for problem 2 
The Tchamova's approach
Following the idea of section 3.1, Albena Tchamova has recently proposed in [4] to use rather the L' (cityblock) distance dl(Tj,TJ) or L2 (Euclidean) distance dz(T,,T,Z) between the predicted bba m~,(.) and the updated/combined bba ~T , z ( . ) to measure the closeness of assignments with
~L Z ( T < , T , Z ) = [ I~T , ( A ) -~T , z ( A ) I ?
AEZe
The decision criterion here is again to choose the solution which yields the minimum distance. This idea is justified hy the analogy with the steady-state Kalman filter (KF) behavior because if z(k + 1) and i(k + Ilk) correspond to measurement and predicted measurement for time k + 1, then the well-known KF updating state equation (11 is given by (assuming here that dynamic matrix is identity)
The steady-state is reached when z ( k + 1) coincides with predicted measurement i ( k + l(k) and therefore
plays the role of predicted state and ~T . z ( . ) the role of updated state. Therefore it a priori makes sense that correct assignment should be obtained when m~, z ( . ) tends towards mT. (.) for some closeness/distance criterion. Monte Carlo simulation results will prove however that this approach is also not as good as we can expect.
It is interesting to note that the Tchamova's approach succeeds to provide the correct solution for problem 1 with both distances criterions since (dL'(T1,T1Z) = 0) < (~LI(T~,TzZ) -1.60) and
(~L z ( T ' , T I Z )
= 0) < (dp(T2,TzZ) -0.98), but provides the wrong solution for problem 2 since we will get both (dLl (T2,T2Z 
The entropy approaches
We examine here the results drawn from several entropy-like measures approaches. Our idea is now to use as decision criterion the minimum of the following entropy-like measures (expressed in nats -i.e. natural number basis with convention 0 log(0) = 0): These first results indicate that approaches based on absolute entropy-like measures appear to he useless for solving BAP since there is actually no reason which justifies that the correct assignment corresponds to the absolute minimum entropy-like measure just because n~z can stem from the least informational source. The association solution itself is actually independent of the informational content of each source.
An other attempt is to use rather the minimum of variation of entropy as decision criterion. Thus, the 
The Schubert's approach
We examine now the possibility of using a DempsterShafer clustering method based on metaconflict function (MC-DSC) proposed in Johan Schubert's research works [lo, 121 for solving the associations problems 1 and 2. A DSC method is a method of clustering uncertain data using the conflict in Dempster's rule as a distance measure (111. The basic idea is to separate/partition evidences by their conflict rather than by their proposition's event parts. Due to space limitation, we will just summarize here the principle of the classica6 MC-DSC method.
Assume (1)
p=1
By minimizing the metaconflict function (i.e. by browsing all potential assignments), we intuitively expect to find the optimal/correct partition which will hopefully solve our association problem. Let's go back now to our very simple association problems 1 and 2 and examine the results obtained from the MC-DSC method.
If we consider separately problem 1 and problem 2, all information available is summerized by x =
{ m~~( . ) , m~, ( . ) , m~( . ) } .
We now examine all possible partitions of x and the corresponding metaconflict factors and decision (based on minimum metaconfict function criterion) as follows:
Analysis for problem 1:
-the (correct) partition XI = { m~, ( . ) , m z ( . ) } and xz = { m~~( , ) } yields through Dempter's rule the conflict factors kl e k , Z = 0.5 for 4 A short DSmT presentation Subset XI and k2 = Ofor subset X 2 since there is no !and therefore no conflict) in X Z . According to (l)* the of the metaconflict is equal to It has been reported in 14, 8, 10) (and references therein) that the use of the DST must usually be done extreme caution if one has to take a final and important decision from the result of the Dempter's rule of combination. In most of practical fusion a p plications based on the DST, some ad-hoc or heuristic techniques must always he added to the fusion process to manage or reduce the possibility of high degree of conflict between sources. Otherwise, the fusion results lead to a very dangerous conclusions (or cannot provide a reliable results at all). The practical limitations of the DST come essentially from its inherent following constraints which are closely related with the acceptance of the third exclude principle of the metaconRict is equal to These two constraints therefore do not allow us to deal with the more general and practical problems involving uncertain reasoning and the fusion of uncertain, imprecise and Daradoxical sources of information.
. . Rom these very simple examples, it is interesting to note that the Schubert's approach is actually exactly equivalent (in these cases) to the min-conflict approach detailed in section 3.2 and thus will not provide hetter results. It is also possible to show that the Schubert's approach also fails if one considers jointly the two observed bba mz,(.) and mz,(.) corresponding to problems 1 and 2 with m~~ (.) and mT>(.). If one a p plies the principle of minimum metaconflict function, one will take the wrong decision since the wrong partition {(Zl,Tz), ( 2 2 , f i ) } will be declared. This result is in contradiction with out intuitive expectation far the true opposite partition { ( Z I , T I ) , ( 2 2 , Tz)} taking into account the coincidence of the respective belief functions.
-I -notions and concepts so that no refinement of 0 satisfying the first constraint is actually possible (specially if natural language is used to describe elements of 0).
The DSmT refutes also the excessive requirement imposed by C2 since it seems clear to us that, the same frame 0 is usually interpreted differently by the distinct sources of evidence (experts). Some subjectivity on the information provided by a source of information is almost unavoidable, otherwise this would assume, as within the DST, that all bodies of evidence have an objective/universal (possibly uncertain) interpretation or measure of the phenomena under consideration whkh unfortunately rarely (never) occurs in reality, but when bba are based on some objective probabilities transformations (in such cases however probability theory tools become optimal tools to process all the available information; and the DST -as well as the DSmT -becomes useless). If we now get out of the probabilistic background argumentation, we claim that in most of cases, the sources of evidence provide their beliefs about some hypotheses only with respect to their own worlds of knowledge and experience without reference to the (inaccessible) absolute truth of the space of possibilities.
The DSmT includes the possibility to deal with evidences arising from different sources of information which don't have access to absolute interpretation of the elements 8 under consideration and can be interpreted as a general and direct extension of probability theory and the Dempster-Shafer theory in the follow- is a proper general information granule. This rule of combination is commutative and associative and can always be used for the fusion of paradoxical or rational sources of information (bodies of evidence). It is important to note that any fusion of sources of information generates either uncertainties, paradoxes or more generally both. This is intrinsic to the general fusion process itself. The theoretical justification of the DSm rule can be found in 141. As within the DST framework, it is possible to build a subjective probability measure 
Conclusion
A deep examination of the Blackman's association problem has been presented. Several methods have been proposed and compared through Monte Carlo simulations. Our results indicate that the commonly used min-conflict method doesn't provide the best performance in general (specially w.r.t. the simplest distance approach). Thus the metaconflict approach, equivalent here to min-conflict, does not allow to get the optimal efficiency. The Blackman's approach and min-conflict give same performances. All entropybased methods are less efficient than the min-conflict approach. More interesting, from the results based on the generalized pignistic entropy approach, the entropy-based methods Seem actually not appropriate for solving BAP since there is no fundamental reason to justify them. The min-distance approach of Tchamova is the least efficient method among all methods when abandoning entropy-based methods. Monte carlo simulations have shown that only methods based on the relative variations of generalized pignistic probabilities build from the DSmT outperform all methods examined in this work but the simplest one.
